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Mysticism in Science



Precession of the Equinoxes



Logarithmic Spiral Basis of the Titius-Bode Law
Sacred Geometries & Their Scientific Meaning (smphillips.
mysite.com)

Why do all planets in the solar system except for Neptune and Pluto obey the Titius-Bode Law?
When the solar system formed, the spiral arms of the planetary nebula had the geometry of a logarithmic spiral, and 
spread out into elliptical rings around the proto-sun while the elliptical rings aggregated together through collisions into 
separate planets
Each annulus narrowed as its material accreted through collisions to form a planet
The arithmetic mean of the radii of each ring set the distance of the planet from the asymptotic center of the logarithmic 
spiral.
Titius-Bode Law says these averages are wavelengths of perfect fourths of undertones of the Pythagorean musical scale.
Mercury’s orbit is not concentric with those of other planets, so astronomers misinterpreted the the first in the 
relationship as the average distance of this planet from the sun
The eight-fold patterns of nature (electrons in atoms, quarks in nuclei) suggest the planets too group in octets 
conforming to self-similar, scale-invariant geometry of the logarithmic spiral
The Solar System exhibits beautiful arithmetic properties expressed in terms of  integers 1,2,3 and 4 (octonions!)
The number values of the Hebrew Godnames/Kaballah  determine planetary distances
The E8 Lie algebra/projective geometry of octonions with 248 parameters emerges as the distance in units of one tenth 
the Earth-Sun distance between the outer edges of the rings generating Earth and Pluto

http://smphillips.mysite.com/
http://smphillips.mysite.com/


Astronomy Drives Science



The Fundamental Components

• Democritus: Atoms and Void, Atoms Fundamental Building Blocks of 
Matter, Last forever

• Newton: Space and Time, Each Separate and Go Forever
• Maxwell/Tesla: Space Is an Ether
• Einstein: Space-Time Is a Manifold that Curves/bends as you 

approach/depart from matter
• Alfven (Nobel Prize Physics 1970): Matter is 99.9 % plasma, plus solid, 

liquid, gas
• Zwicky: Dark Matter Inferred in 1933 from Revolution of Galaxies
• Current State of Universe: 5% matter, 27% Dark Matter, 68% Dark Energy



The Fundamental Components
• Matter

• Rutherford 1909-1911 showed atom mostly empty, electron cloud around nucleus
• Heisenberg 1930: Neutron.proton makes up nucleus
• Pauli 1930: Neutron breaks down into electron, proton and neutrino
• Gellmann 1964: Three quarks make up each neutron/proton
• Besant-Leadbeater 1894: Three subquarks make up each quark
• Neutrinos, Higgs boson, strings of neutrinos for subquarks, electron, information, 

space compartments, unchanging and eternal but can be converted to dark matter
• Dark Matter: Ron Cowen 1990-2019

• Quiescent, forms tubes hundreds of kilometers long in space
• Active, interacts by gravity with matter for energy, sentient spirits/souls
• Dark matter neutrinos, dark matter Higgs bosons, strings of dark matter neutrinos 

for subquarks, information, space compartments, unchanging and eternal



American Indian Encounters 
with the Star People

• Hopi emergence myth: destruction of three earlier worlds when wars were fought with 
flying shields

• In 1969,  Hopis said we have been to Moon before, look around for our rock writings
• In 1970, Chief Dan Katchongva, Hopi elder, told of a future when space travelers from 

other planets would lift the Hopi’s faithful on the Day of Purification to safe worlds
• Cherokee told of the Star People who create Elohi (Earth) for Cherokee
• Iroquois and Cherokee told story of a young man who met four men in robes who said they 

were there to protect him
• Algonquin tell of a great willow basket that descended from sky with 12 beautiful women
• Blackfeet tell of a young woman who fell in love with Morning Sun who took her to live in 

sky
• Pawnee designed lodges and villages in alignment with stars and planets
• Cree claimed to come from stars in spirit form then became flesh and blood



American Indian Encounters with
Star People and Little People

• Seminoles told of traveling upward to sky to visit Great Spirit
• Snoqualmie tell of two sisters who wished the two stars in hight skies 

would be their husbands, when they awoke they were in the sky world and 
stars were men; older sister infant, Star Child, went to earth and 
transformed or changed the world

• Tula Indians of Tanico were keepers of Manataka in Arkansas; sacred site 
for Caddo, Quapaw, Osage, Tunic and Pawnee

• Blanca Massif in San Luis Valley is where Navajos say Star People arrive
• Cherokees

• Southeastern US occupied by race of small people who lived below 
ground, large eyes sensitive to light with blue skin, called Moon People

• Ynwi Tsunsdi, the little people who live in the forest, abducted 
Cherokee pregnant women



Emmy Noether:
Symmetry and Conservation Laws

Noether's theorem or Noether's first theorem states that 
every differentiable symmetry of the action  of a physical system 
has a corresponding conservation law.[1] The theorem was proven 
by mathematician Emmy Noether in 1915 and published in 1918,
after a special case was proven by E. Cosserat and F. Cosserat in 1909. 
The action of a physical system is the integral over time 
of a Lagrangian function (which may be an integral over space 
of a Lagrangian density function), from which the system's behavior 
can be determined by the principle of least action.  This theorem only applies
 to continuous and smooth symmetries over physical space.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Differentiable_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symmetry_in_physics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Action_(physics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conservation_law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noether%27s_theorem#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emmy_Noether
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emmy_Noether
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eug%C3%A8ne_Cosserat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eug%C3%A8ne_Cosserat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fran%C3%A7ois_Cosserat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fran%C3%A7ois_Cosserat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_integral
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lagrangian_mechanics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integral_over_space
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lagrangian_(field_theory)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lagrangian_(field_theory)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principle_of_least_action
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_space


Ten Equations of Nonrelativistic
Rigid Body Dynamics: E Cartan 1924

• Extend from three dimensions to four space-time dimensions
• Four equations for conservation of linear momentum and energy
• Six equations for conservation of space-time angular momentum



The Ether: A Road Not Taken



Setting the Stage



More Compactified Dimensions



Many Dimensions!



Science (cont’d)



Calabi Yau Manifold: Wikipedia



Calabi Yau YouTube Videos



Calabi-Yau Manifold 
Information Dimensions



Setting the Stage



Space and Time: 
Modern Science Evolution



Where Are We Going: A Picture



Part II: Modern Mathematical Physics
Twenty Six Real Dimensional Universe
Matter Particles in the Ten Dimensional Matter Subspace
Dark Matter and Dark Energy and Big Bounce
The Standard Model of Matter Fermions/Bosons
Mathematics and Physics
Herman Grassmann and Exterior Calculus/Electromagnetism
Four Fundamental Forces
Eastern Medicine
Alchemy
Global Religions
Where We Are Going in Words
The Layers of Science
Action at a Distance vs Fields
Lagrange Principle of Least Action



The Particle Hierarchy of Nature



Where Are We Going In Words



New Map of the Standard Model



New Map of the Standard Model



The Unreasonable Effectiveness of 
Mathematics in the Natural Science



Physics and Mathematics



Science and Religion



Exterior Calculus and Electromagnetism



Exterior Calculus and Electromagnetism: 
Grassmann (1847)



Exterior Calculus and Electromagnetism



Four Forces of Nature



Science (cont’d)



Subject Two: Eastern Philosophy



Non Western Science



The Heart and the Human Body



Science: Alchemy



Alchemy Leading to Chemistry

• Dante, Paracelsus, Newton, Jung: brilliant people pursue alchemy for decades
• Both experimental science and philosophy

• the attempt to demonstrate  on the material plane the validity of certain 
philosophical elements of the cosmos

• Alchemy was concerned with the soul: its object was perfection, not of 
material substances, but of humans in a spiritual sense

• Alcehmy differs from mysticism merely by special language
• Writings of alchemists must not be taken literally as dealing with chemical 

operations, furnaces, retorts, alembics, pelicans, as well as materials such as 
salt, sulphur, mercury and gold, but must be understood as grand allegories 
dealing with spiritual truths



Alchemy and Tarot
Ten Major Forms of Spiritual Crisis
• Shamanic crisis
• Awakening of Kundalini
• Episodes of unitive consciousness
• Psychological renewal through return to the center
• Psychic opening
• Past life experiences
• Communications with spirit guides and channeling
• Near death experiences
• Close encounters with aliens
• Possession states



• Aryan view (migrated around 1500 BCE), composed the Rig 
Veda: Sanatana dharma: the eternal tradition or religion whose 
origins lie beyond human history, whose truths have been 
divinely revealed (shruti) and passed down through the ages to 
the present day in the most ancient of scriptures, the Veda, 
composed in Sanskrit

• Non Aryan view (Buddhists, Jains, Sikhs, Christians): many 
others besides Aryans participated in this tradition

• 2600 BCE-1800 BCE: Indus valley civilization (Harappa, Mohenjo-
daro) shows temple rites, fertility rituals, use of animals perhaps 
for sacrifice, and ritual bathing in a large stone pool

Hinduism



Judaism
Jewish people believe there's only one God who has 

established a covenant/special agreement with them. 
Their God communicates to believers through prophets and 
rewards good deeds while also punishing evil. Most Jews 
(with the exception of a few groups) believe that their 
Messiah hasn't yet come—but will one day

The three main beliefs at the center of Judaism are
• Monotheism
• Identity
• Covenant (an agreement between God and his people).
The most important teachings of Judaism is that there is 
one God, who wants people to do what is just and 
compassionate.



Judaism
Jewish people believe there's only one God who has 

established a covenant/special agreement with them. 
Their God communicates to believers through prophets and 
rewards good deeds while also punishing evil. Most Jews 
(with the exception of a few groups) believe that their 
Messiah hasn't yet come—but will one day

The three main beliefs at the center of Judaism are
Monotheism
Identity
Covenant (an agreement between God and his people).
The most important teachings of Judaism is that there is 

one God, who wants people to do what is just and 
compassionate.



Daoism
• Lao Tzu, who lived in China approximately 2600 years 

ago, tells us to seek that natural nameless state where 
there is peace and harmony.

•  the destination that Lao Tzu tells us to seek
• the directions that Lao Tzu offers to help us to reach the 

destination
• the problems that Lao Tzu tells us we will encounter trying 

to reach the destination
• the strategies that Lao Tzu offers to help us to overcome 

these problems and to successfully follow his directions



Buddhism
• The essence of Buddha is about living a life with 

meaning and purpose
• Basic concepts:

• The Six Paramitas
• the Laws of Causality
• self-reflection
• the nature of karma
• Reincarnation

• Enlightenment is a potential achievement for every 
sentient being. 

• The path towards enlightenment is an expansion of 
consciousness, moving from material concerns to an 
increaed awareness of the unseen spiritual reality

• The practice of a love that gives, rather than just 
expecting to be loved, is the only path to happiness, 
and a better world.



Islam
• Faith in Islam lets you build a closer and more meaningful relationship 

with your Creator
• The true Message and Wisdom of Islam is a path of life
• The Holy Quran is a unique Book that transforms the way one thinks, 

feels, and lives. 
• Islam and the Holy Quran changes people from within and makes them 

better people.
• The Five Pillars are the core beliefs and practices of Islam:

• Profession of Faith (shahada). The belief that "There is no god but 
God, and Muhammad is the Messenger of God" is central to 
Islam. ...

• Prayer (salat). ...
• Alms (zakat). ...
• Fasting (sawm). ...
• Pilgrimage (hajj).



Where Are We Going In Words



Two Electrons Interacting



Electron Double Slit Experiment
Scan Response of Electron Determines if 
the Electron is a Wave or Particle



Nothing New: Cycles of Discovery 
and Loss of These Concepts



Space and Time, Bhagavad-Gita



Symmetry: A Diversion



Symmetry or Group Theory



Group Theory Is Equivalent to Geometry



Octonion Ties to the Five Exceptional Lie Groups



An Observation



Science and Art/Music

The likelihood that the ancient Egyptians passed on their knowledge of the seven types of musical 
scales to Pythagoras, Plato and others who studied with them makes the currently accepted view that 
the musical modes of ancient Greece were keys rather than octave species highly implausible. 
The ten Hebrew Godnames known to Kabbalah are found to prescribe the interval composition of 
these scales. 
Both Plato’s Lambda and the first four polygons enfolded in the inner form of the Tree of Life embody 
the minimum number of different intervals between the notes of the seven modes. 
Remarkable parallels between the interval composition of the latter and the tetrahedral generalisation 
of the Lambda are demonstrated. 
There is similar correspondence with the oscillatory form of the superstring. This is because 
superstring theory is connected to the mathematics of octonions, whose properties are analogous to 
musical intervals. Remarkable correspondence exists between the 168 permutations of the seven 3-
tuples of octonions, the 168 automorphisms of the Klein Quartic, the 168 repetitions of the 
Pythagorean intervals of the seven octave species and the superstring structural parameter 168. They 
indicate that the oscillations performed by superstrings are akin to music played with the notes of the 
seven musical scales.



What Is Science



Matter and Forces: Modern Science Evolution





Hypothesis: What Is Science



Hypothesis: The Structure of the Universe



Lagrange Principle of Least Action:
Dynamical Equations



How Do Things Interact?



The Big Bang->The Big Bounce



Where Are We Going: A Picture



Part III: Occult Chemistry
Annie Besant and Charles Leadbeater

Yoga Sutras of Patanjali: Clairvoyance Siddhi
MicroPsi Predictions vs Modern Physics
Levitation
Subquarks as Fundamental Building Blocks with Strings
Periodic Table of Elements
Ronald Cowen
Stephen M Phillips
● Sacred Geometry
● Tree of Life and E8/Exceptional Lie Group
● First Four Platonic Solids and E8
● Three Torus and E8



Tree of Life Sacred Geometry



Where Are We Going: A Picture



Yoga Sutras of Patanjali: Book Three



Clairvoyance



Clairvoyance



Clairvoyance: Besant and Leadbeater



Clairvoyance: Besant and Leadbeater



Clairvoyance



Human Levitation



Occult Chemistry



Periodic Table of Elements



Current Periodic Table of Elements



Leadbeater and Besant: Hydrogen Nucleus



Besant and Leadbeater: Seven Subquark Aggregates



Leadbeater and Besant: 
Four Atomic Nuclei



Besant and Leadbeater (92 Elements 1894)



Leadbeater and Besant: 
Subquark/UPAs vs Atomic Number



MicroPsi Observations



Besant and Leadbeater 
MicroPsi Observations



Besant and Leadbeater: Subquark



Comparison of UPA and Subquarks



Reasons why MicroPsi Claims Are Genuine



Besant and Leadbeater:
Strings and Subquarks



Ronald Cowen



String Threaded Through a Subquark



Stephen M Phillips



Sacred Geometry



Sacred Geometry



Tree of Life Sacred Geometry



Tree of Life and E8



Tree of Life and E8



First Four Platonic Solids and E8



First Four Platonic Solids and E8



3-Torus and E8
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